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中文摘要
常態分配之假設在迴歸與多變量分析中提
供了一個方便且有力的途徑，當資料不是
常態時，一個適當的變數轉換可使問題簡
單化，亦即藉由變數轉換的過程使資料符
合常態的假設，例如 Box-Cox 轉換
(1964)。另一方面有時僅是因資料中所存
在的一個觀測值或數個觀測值，則必須考
慮對變數做轉換。也就是說，變數轉換的
過程極易受到離群值的影響。

本研究之主要目的，在於利用穩健統計估
計方法，使多變量資料在轉換的過程不受
到離群值的影響。因此，我們提出一個穩
健檢定統計量，其結果將使資料之轉換結
果符合常態假設，並提供轉換後之穩健估
計，並判斷觀測值在轉換後是否為離群值。

關鍵詞：Box-Cox 轉換、離群值偵測、前進搜
尋演算法、高破壞點估計式、穩健估計

Abstract

The assumption of normality provides the 
customary powerful and convenient way of 
analyzing linear regression problem and 
multivariate data. The problem of 
non-normality may often be simplified by an 
appropriate transformation, e.g. the 
parametric family of power transformations 
of Box and Cox (1964). The evidence for 
transformations may sometimes depend 
crucially on e one or a few observations. 
Therefore, multivariate data transformations 
are very sensitive to outliers.

The purpose of the paper is to develop 
methods that would not be influenced by 
potential outliers during the process of data 

transformations. They essentially need robust 
statistics. We propose a robust likelihood 
ratio test for the transformation parameters. 
The resulting methods will be able to verify 
the role of every observation playing in the 
data transformation as well as to provide the 
robust estimation after transformation.

Keywords: Boc-Cox transformation; Detection 
of multiple outliers; High breakdown point; 
Robust estimation.

1. Multivar iate transformations to 
normality

For multivariate data, let iy  be the 1×p
vector of responses at observation i with ijy
the observation on response j. In the 
extension of the Box and Cox (1964) family 
to multivariate responses the normalized 
transformation of ijy  is 
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where 
•

jy  is the geometric mean of the jth 

response. The value 1=jλ  (j=  1,… ,p) 
corresponds to no transformation of any of 
the response. If the transformed observations 
are normally distributed with mean jµ  for 
the ith observation and covariance matrix Σ , 
twice the profile log likelihood of the 
observations is given by
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In (1) )(ˆ λµ i  and )(ˆ λΣ  are derived from 
the least squares for fixed λ  and )(λie  is 
the 1×n  vector of residuals. The least 
squares estimates can be applied to find the 

pn ×  matrix of parameter estimates 

)()()( 1 λλβ zXXX TT −
∧

= .
Then, in the usual way,
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When these estimates are substitute in (1), 
the profile likelihood reduces to

|)(ˆ|log)(2 max λλ Σ−= nconstL .
Therefore, to test the hypothesis 0λλ = , the 
statistic

|)ˆ(ˆ|/|)(ˆlog{| 0 λλ ΣΣ= nTLR      (2)

is compared with the 2χ  distribution on p

degree of freedom. In (2) λ̂  is the vector of 
p parameter estimates maximize (2), which is 
found by numerical search. The details for 
above can be found in Atkinson (1995).

2. Robust estimation
Both the minimum volume ellipsoid 

(MVE) and the minimum covariance 
determinant (MCD) estimators provide high 
breakdown robust estimation of multivariate 
location and shape (Rousseeuw and Leroy 
1987). Moreover, Butler et al. (1993) show 
that the MCD estimator has better theoretical 
properties than the MVE. Woodruff and 
Rocke (1996) also give empirical results 
which show that the MCD is preferred over 
the MVE in their applications. The role of the 
MCD for multivariate data is similar to that 
of the least trimmed squares (LTS) estimator 
for linear regression (Atkinson and 
Cheng 1999).

Hadi and Luceno (1997) propose a 

trimmed likelihood principle based on 
trimming the likelihood function rather than 
directly trimming the data. They show that 
this trimming likelihood principle produces 
many existing estimators, such as MLE, LMS, 
LTS and MVE. It is always possible to order 
and trim observations according to their 
contributions to the likelihood function, 
because the likelihood is scalar-valued. They 
refer to the method as the maximum trimmed 
likelihood (MTL) method and to the 
corresponding estimator as the maximum 
trimmed likelihood estimators (MTLE).

In this project, we first showe that the 
MCD is also the MTLE of mean µ and
covariance matrix Σ .. The details are not 
shown here. 

3. Robust transformation to normality
3.1 Robust likelihood ratio test

It is known that the statistic (2) will be 
affected by multiple outliers. Therefore, 
based on Section 2, we propose the robust 
likelihood ratio test

|)ˆ(ˆ|/|)(ˆlog{| 0
* λλ qqLR nT ΣΣ= , (3)

where qΣ̂  is the robust estimation of  
covariance matrix based on MCD criterion. 
Here the value of q is the number of 
observations are used to obtain the MCD.

3.2 The forward search algor ithm
The forward search algorithm is proposed 

by Atkinson (1994). The advantages of the 
algorithm are that it not only rapidly finds 
estimates satisfying the criterion but it also 
leads to the detection of multiple outliers.

On the other hand, it is easily to obtain the 
result (3) with no need of extra computation 
during the process of the forward search for 
the MCD. The algorithm starts with a 
elemental subset (usually p+1 observations). 
Then the forward step is to add one or few 
observations based on the smallest squared 
Mahalanobis distances, which are also based 
on the MCD. The algorithm ends at all 
observations included. Those potential 
outliers intend to be excluded at the earlier 
stages of the forward procedure. We can 
identify outliers as well as obtain the robust 
estimates at the same time. Moreover, the 
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robust likelihood ratio test for transformation 
parameter can be monitored. The resulting 
statistics can be visualized by the stalactite 
plot and fan plot.  
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